Sample business case template for promotion

How do you write a business case for a promotion. How to write a business case for recruitment. How to write a business case for promotion template. Examples of business case for promotion.
Why do too many projects fail to deliver their objectives even though project management best practices appear to be used? Project management is naturally complicated, but it can be disastrous if you don’t have sufficient buy-in from the right parties. Writing a strong and complete business case can make all the difference. Ready to streamline and
consolidate your review and approval process? It’s a great way to improve collaboration, increase productivity, and get work out the door faster. Download our guide with everything you need to build a business case for an online proofing solution. You’ll learn how other customers have: Reduced rework by 29% Improved average speed to market by
56% Decreased effort in managing proofs by 59% The Document has moved here A big step toward making your case for a promotion is to document your results. Many people are uncomfortable with this step, and this is why they often find themselves waiting for a promotion to come to them instead of going after it. But it’s up to you to make sure
your accomplishments are recognized. Many managers are so busy that they may not be aware of what specific things you’re doing to excel at your job. This is how you’ll make sure your manager knows you are excelling at your job and ready for this promotion. Accomplishments Accomplishments are the things on your roadmap that you’ve done to
demonstrate that you’re ready for this promotion. Once you’ve begun acquiring experience in line with your desired promotion, you should start documenting your accomplishments immediately. Just keep a spreadsheet or a text document where you jot things down as you do them. Note that I said “jot things down”. You’re not writing a book about
your accomplishments, you’re keeping brief notes to use later when you build your case. Record them in this format: Activity → result. “Activity” is the thing you did. “Result” is the value added by the thing you did. Here are some examples: Documented teammate onboarding process to make it reusable and to help decrease the time to productivity
when new people join our team. Took online seasonal forecasting course to help with 2016 forecasting effort. Mentored Jeff as he built a client’s blogging application in Ruby so that he can work on other Ruby projects in the future. Note that this can be a useful format on your résumé as well. Most people just list the “Activity” part in their
“Accomplishments” or “Experience” section, but they’re missing an opportunity to describe the value they brought to the business by doing that thing. The “to result” part is how you communicate that value. “I shoveled snow” isn’t nearly as compelling as “I shoveled snow so that you can get your car out of the garage.” Having trouble thinking of
things you’ve accomplished? Here are some questions to get your mental wheels turning: When did you go the extra mile for a client? How have you saved your team money? How have you made your team more efficient? What was your most recent learning experience? Have you made any suggestions that worked well and improved your team?
Accolades Accolades are praise and awards you’ve received over the past several months. There’s a good chance you already have accolades in your inbox if you know where to look. Start by searching your inbox for phrases like “thank you”, “well done” and “great job” to see if you already have accolades from clients or coworkers. When you find
good examples, move them over to a separate folder so that it’s easy to find them again later. You can also use that folder to capture new accolades as they come in. The two main types of accolades you’re likely to find are specific praise from a client or coworker, and awards or recognition for a job well done. For specific praise from a client or
coworker, record who gave the praise, and either a summary of their feedback or a specific quote from them if you have one. For awards and other forms of recognition, record the award name or description, and the project or accomplishment that earned you the award. Here are a couple examples: ACME Corp—”Shannon really nailed this project.
She kept us on track and informed the whole time, and did a great job of identifying risks well ahead of time. She made this project easy for us.” —Tom Thompson, VP of HR Spotlight Award—For working three straight weekends on pre-sales for the ACME Corp deal to close it before end of year 2014. While you’re collecting examples of accolades,
keep an eye out for accomplishments you forgot about. If you find any new accomplishments, make sure you go back and add them to your list of accomplishments. Skip to Content Business analysis as a profession continues to mature in the world today and with that comes organizations and certifications indicating experience and knowledge. There
are multiple schools of thoughts on certifications so one of the best things to do is to analyze the value returned for the effort (yes, be a good analyst!). IIBA, the international institute of business analysis, is one of the leaders in the industry on business analysis certifications. Their levels of certification span from entry level certificates for awareness
of business analysis concepts to professional level designations requiring years of expertise to now specific subject concentration areas of interest to the business analysis profession. They just released their 2019 Business Analysis Salary Survey Report that highlights some of the considerations of what certification means to people’s careers today.
From the practitioners themselves, they report that certification not only brings the often-sought salary increases, but also provides greater opportunities for promotions, increased fulfillment at work, and general increased confidence in the work that they do. This confidence can be easy to see as you not only have a standard to hold yourself
accountable to, but you have a reference and validation for ensuring you are completing value-adding activities in your daily work. Again, the business analyst is often one of the most value-adding roles in an organization because they have no ownership of end products but seek to help teams deliver qualitative and quantitative value consistently to
their organizations. Of course, though, we need to take a look at what certifications mean to salaries as again, business analysts care about ROI. The IIBA salary survey showed interesting positive figures on the value of certification: Holding at least one BA certification: results in 11% higher salary than non-credential holders CBAP Certification
holders (professional experience): results in 19% higher salary than non-credential holders AAC Certification holders (agile analysis): results in 12% higher salary than non-credential holders CCBA Certification holders (competency level): results in 2% higher salary than non-credential holders Failing to hold any BA certification: results in 6% less
salary than credential holders As the report dives into details on the average salary per gender and country and region, the average global salary reported was around $73,632. When you think about the roles that business analysts play in organizations and the tasks they are assigned with, helping to deliver multi-million (or even billion) dollar change
efforts, driving revenue, ensuring compliance with legal laws (that in itself can save millions of dollars) – the salary of a business analyst is a small price to pay for a huge return on investment (ROI)! So when your hard working analyst comes to you for support for IIBA membership and certification application and exam fees that are less than $700
upfront costs and a fraction of that to maintain, us leaders and mangers need to do our own analysis and see the ROI to the organization that support certification. And if your organization won’t pay for your certifications, consider that IIBA (2019) showed in their BA Lens article that in 2018 found that a $300 (USD) investment in training could result
in up to $5,300 increased earning potential for ECBA certificate holders. Pretty amazing for an entry level certification that does not require experience! And of course, everyone is doing the ROI on that investment! Certification holders, though, earn these valuable designations by attesting to their knowledge, regardless their level of experience.
Again, the IIBA is leading the charge with bodies of knowledge and practice guides on the expectations of the business analyst role. But this work to defining the practice and profession has value beyond just the practitioners. Human resource and personnel groups now have a way to objectively assess individuals that come in with analysis experience
and how they may measure up for the needed capabilities of the organization. There are standards that are tested against. When an individual applies for a certain position, having certification requirements allows a quick and unbiased assessment of candidates who do and do not possess those required certifications. Again, these standardized
certifications provide not only the profession but entire industries with defined expectations of what the role is capable of providing. And as any good analyst would see, having again more objective criteria to assess and evaluate any aspect of work, including individuals, helps to make more informed decisions. The certifications available today for
those interested in business analysis continue to support both those who are in or desire to be in business analysis roles and those that are simply practicing and growing their skill set of analysis techniques and practices. Certification recipients today include many fields of practice such as project management, process improvement, change
management and technical analysts. Business analysts report that as they grow in this valuable profession, the skill sets, not just the techniques and tasks, are becoming more and more important. Skills that are crucial to success as an analyst that organizations will find in mid to senior level analysts include: Hard skills Problem solving Critical
thinking Decision making Customer experience User stories Change management Agile mindset Negotiation skills Design thinking Soft skills Communication skills Creative thinking Organizational skills Leadership Emotional Intelligence Storytelling And while the entry level certification (ECBA) generally focuses on the knowledge of tasks and
techniques of a business analyst, the professional level certification (CBAP) examination looks to incorporate so many of the skills above as you analyze situations and apply your analysis skills to different scenarios. That’s why the value of the certification becomes more than another acronym at the end of your name – it gives you the credibility that
you can tailor and utilize business analysis foundational knowledge in a realm of different scenarios as this is the standard criteria set as part of the certification. While the focus here has been on IIBA’s certifications, the importance of skill sets should not be overlooked as there are many training vendors and academic certificate programs that
provide classroom settings to practice and hone your skills for better business outcomes. Business analysts and anyone helping teams accomplish great change efforts should always be looking to learn more and keep their skills sharp, a key attribute of successful analysts today. Know that the power of a certification by an international organization is
back to the standards and expectations that are transient to any job and any industry. One vendor’s certificate program may not include near the amount of techniques or application as another vendor’s program. Again, be a good analyst and do the business case for any endeavor you choose. However, especially those managing BAs or hiring BAs,
know the power of a standardized list of capabilities that is defined and testing applicants for competencies by an external organization can provide evaluation criteria in an unbiased format. Like many of the discussions around business analysis, the answer in identifying the value of certifications comes from doing the analysis work and building a
solid business case. It could be small with justifying to your employer why they should reimburse you at least for taking (and hopefully passing!) the certification examination. That by passing, you have proving your competencies to help lead successful change efforts that you can bring to any transformational team. As well as it will help differentiate
you not only in the attainment of the credentials, but also demonstrate your commitment and passion for your career as earning your certifications does require some time and dedication. Hope you continue to build great business cases in all the work you do including considering the power of certifications to not only today, but to tomorrow’s
endeavors!
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